Effect of flavin structure and redox state on catalysis by and flavin-pterin energy transfer in Escherichia coli DNA photolyase.
5-DeazaFAD bound to a hydrophobic site in apophotolyase and formed a stable reconstituted enzyme, similar to that observed with FAD. Although stoichiometric incorporation was observed, the flavin ring modification in 1-deazaFAD interfered with normal binding, decreased protein stability, and prevented formation of a stable flavin radical, unlike that observed with FAD. The results suggest that an important hydrogen bond is formed between the protein and N (1) in FAD, but not N (5), and that there is sufficient space at the normal flavin binding site near N (5) to accommodate an additional hydrogen but not near N (1). Catalytic activity was observed with enzyme containing 5-deazaFADH2 (42% of native enzyme) or 1-deazaFADH2 (11% of native enzyme) as its only chromophore, but no activity was observed with the corresponding oxidized flavins, similar to that observed with FAD and consistent with a mechanism where dimer cleavage is initiated by electron donation from excited reduced flavin to substrate. The protein environment in photolyase selectively enhanced photochemical reactivity in the fully reduced state, as evidenced by comparison with results obtained in model studies with the corresponding free flavins. Phosphorescence was observed with free or photolyase-bound 5-deazaFADH2, providing the first example of a flavin that exhibits phosphorescence in the fully reduced state. Formation of an enzyme-substrate complex resulted in a nearly identical extent of quenching of 5-deazaFADH2 phosphorescence (85.1%) and fluorescence (87.5%). The data are consistent with a mechanism involving exclusive reaction of substrate with the excited singlet state of 5-deazaFADH2, analogous to that proposed for FADH2 in native enzyme. Direct evidence for singlet-singlet energy transfer from enzyme-bound 5-deazaFADH2 to 5,10-CH(+)-H4folate was provided by the fact that pterin fluorescence was observed upon excitation of 5-deazaFADH2, accompanied by a decrease in 5-deazaFADH2 fluorescence. On the other hand, the fluorescence of enzyme-bound pterin was quenched by 5-deazaFADox, consistent with energy transfer from pterin to 5-deazaFADox. In each case, the spectral properties of the chromophores were consistent with the observed direction of energy transfer and indicated that transfer in the opposite direction was energetically unlikely. Unlike 5-deazaFAD, energy transfer from pterin to FAD is energetically feasible with FADH2 or FADox. The results indicate that the direction of flavin-pterin energy transfer at the active site of photolyase can be manipulated by changes in the flavin ring or redox state which alter the energy level of the flavin singlet.